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Can we take a moment to 
appreciate what humanity 

built?
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+|62.193.131.0/24|28917 13004 6700|195.208.208.147|i|||28917:4000 28917:4100 28917:4103|195.208.208.147 28917|1667136299|1

+|84.237.71.0/24|28917 9049 25549 25549 30797|195.208.208.147|i|||28917:3000|195.208.208.147 28917|1667136299|1

-|213.145.128.0/24|                          |               | |||          |195.208.210.40 6939|1667136297|1
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route-views.amsix.routeviews.org> show bgp ipv4 185.230.223.0/24
BGP routing table entry for 185.230.223.0/24
Paths: (27 available, best #13, table default)
  Not advertised to any peer
  211398 34854 44684 206924
    185.1.167.45 from 185.1.167.45 (31.24.249.245)
      Origin IGP, valid, external
      Community: 34854:1001 65500:10000 65500:10100 65532:1000
      Large Community: 44684:0:900 44684:1:2 44684:2:206924 44684:3000:1299 211398:245:100 211398:2760245:34854
      Last update: Sun Oct 30 01:17:05 2022
  39120 3356 3170 206924
    80.249.210.28 from 80.249.210.28 (195.60.190.29)
      Origin IGP, valid, external, atomic-aggregate
      Community: 3356:2 3356:22 3356:100 3356:123 3356:500 3356:901 3356:2064 60945:0 65002:6830 65532:1000
      Last update: Sat Oct 29 08:33:29 2022

Prefix AS Path Next Hop BGP Communities Data Source / ASN
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BGP Implicitly encodes so much extra information

● Routing around expensive providers
○ You can observe when some carriers become uncompetitive over 

time
● Routing around physical issues

○ Recent de-prefing of some ISPs during the recent Marseille cuts
● Routing around with politics in mind

○ North Korea brought up a 2nd upstream (Russia) after suspected 
tensions(?) with China

● Literally routing stuff into blackholes with Politics in mind
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Via bgpmon
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BGP data in aggregate is far more interesting
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Est Apr 2018
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Networks are broken up into policies
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What is a upstream anyway?
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What does bgp.tools count as a upstream?

● Any path that intersects a tier 1 ISP is 
activates logic that "sets" 
upstream/downstreams

● Walk up from the tier 1 ISP and set 
downstreams all the way,

○ Aka, a path like
○ 112 174 2914 8680 61143 
○ Every link is set as a peer
○ Everything onwards from 2914-> is set as 

a downstream
○ Upstreams are inverse of downstreams

● This has some flaws
○ Some people peer with tier 1 providers. 

Causing some misleading info
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Full ICMP /0 scan every 30 
days

RDNS gets re-scanned if 
the DNS SOA changes
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RDNS scanning also 
works on IPv6*

* Assuming the DNS server is RFC Compliant
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We can also show you 
what DNS points *to* 
that prefix*

* Assuming it has issued a SSL cert
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I built my own BGP collector
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A New BGP daemon for a new use case

It turns out if you don't need to converge routes writing a bgp demon can be easy, runs ~500 Site QPS 

300+ Million Routes, Over 64 CPU cores. 10k/s route updates on average, Surges of 100k/s+
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Fun things you can do if you "simply" write your own bgpd

● Rather than processing paths, you can directly implement code for what the 
site is doing (List Prefixes Originated, Upstreams, Peers, etc)

● Direct support for "watching" changes to ASNs/Prefixes
● Point in time snapshots
● Point in time reload (go backwards in time)
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Some interesting things about the LU market
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Sum of all of the ASNs "behind" 
(downstreamed) another ASN.

For example, this ASN has a cone of 12 
(including itself)
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A mixer metric, using bittorrent data, ads, 
and other "eyeball" signals, ranked.

It also catches VPN networks. Raw 
numbers are hard to understand, so are 
hidden from view.
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Using the forward DNS database, I count 
the amount of domain names (rounded up 
to the domain) that points to each ASN.

Example:

a.b.benjojo.co.uk -> benjojo.co.uk 

One domain can occupy more than one 
ASN, so if you sum up the whole host rank 
numbers, the resulting number will be larger 
than the number of all domains.
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Sum of all visible unique peering (A<->B) 
relationships.

Is easily "gameable" and is biased to what 
data I have.

Also (probably because of this) a well loved 
metrics for sales and marketing
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Want to improve your peering number?
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Frictionless and easy

● Login via PeeringDB, or sign up 
for a bgp.tools account

● We setup some kind of 
communication method (That 
includes more "exotic" stuff like 
Discord, Slack, Telegram, 
Signal, Webhooks)

● You can instantly create a new 
session and the backend and UI 
live updates to the status
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This is all you need
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MRT Support will be 
offered soon

People can opt in to having their 
routes exported out into a large MRT 
file.

To deal with usage concerns, the files 
are split between profit allowed and 
non-profit uses.
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If you like this tool, Please setup BGP Collector sessions

● I'm in particular need for Verizon (AS701(2,3)), DTAG (AS3320), 

Telefonica (AS12956), Sparkle (AS6762), and the       LU ecosystem

● However if you want a better peering rank, you should feed anyway

● This also will help the academic community get access to unique AS Path data!
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Questions? / Requests?
Or admin@bgp.tools / ben@benjojo.co.uk

Longer term bgp.tools goals:
● Work with poorly covered networks/regions (Like Luxembourg) to start sessions with us
● Continue to build better debugging systems designed for real network engineers to 

use, not marketing slides
● Historical data pull back
● Talk to me in person for more plans!
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Backup slides
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API… ish?

● Similar whois+bulk mode server to Team Cymru's

● table.txt / table.jsonl for full table <-> ASN mapping
● asns.csv for ASN -> Name mappings
● Dumping of network tag members
● Gopher (yes, really) support if you really hate yourself

https://bgp.tools/kb/api
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Avoids situations like this:

GraphViz Routing Spaghetti
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General Data Flows of bgp.tools

www-prod
redis

MySQL

neo-bgp

whois-scraper

peeringdb-importer

simple-irr

CSV import scripts

anycatch

MAC Address importers

Chrome Screenshots


